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With the publishing and practicing of the new medical reform systems, the 
domestic hospitals are facing sever changing of the existence and development under 
the circumstance. The market competition among various hospitals is increasing. 
Because hospitals in cities were in selling market condition for a long time, their 
ideas and model of management are hardly adapted to the systems. It is urgent to 
build up a new management model to cater to the new systems and deal with the 
menace of challenges.  By the study of management strategies of Longyan No. 1 
Hospital, Fujian Province, the dissertation is researching on a trans-management of 
how to put the theories of both business strategic management and market selling to 
the management of the hospital, a special social organization, under the fresh 
medical market circumstance. Firstly the dissertation analyzes the social function of 
the hospital and the particularity of the medical market, then establishes 
methodological models such as competitive environmental analysis of the medical 
service trades, market strategy of the target of the hospital and analysis of the chain 
of value of hospital, which are based on professor Michael Porter’s competitive 
theory, modern marketing selling ideas and chain of value respectively. 
The dissertation reveals that the core goal of the Longyan No.1 Hospital under 
the new medical reform systems is offering more and better medical services with 
lower cost by competitive environmental analysis of medical service trades; that the 
chain of value needs to be reconstructed through keeping advantages and 
overcoming disadvantages of the hospital in order to lower cost, elevate the quality 
of the medical services and improve the core competition by the analysis of the chain 
of value of hospital and that the target market of the hospital is dividing according to 
the investigation data of the patients where they comes  and who pays medical 
expenses so as to confirm the market strategy of the target of the hospital. 
The significance of the dissertation lies in providing management reference and 
experience for Longyan No. 1 hospital and offering the valuable business models for 
the city hospital under the new medical reform systems.   
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自主经营权，以医疗收入实现自我补偿。据统计，2007 年中国有医院数为 19 852








































































































































































位数只认 15 年前编制机构部门核定的 545 张，因此，每年只能从财政获得预算
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